Force-field modeling through quantum mechanical calculations: molecular dynamics simulations of a nematogenic molecule in its condensed phases.
Interaction energy of the 4-n-pentyloxy-4'-cyanobiphenyl (5OCB) dimer is computed at MP2 level, for many geometrical arrangements using the Fragmentation Reconstruction Method (FRM). DFT calculations are performed for a number of geometries of the monomer. The resulting database is used to parameterize an atomistic intra- and inter-molecular force-field suitable for classical bulk simulations. Several structural and dynamical properties in 5OCB isotropic and liquid crystalline phases are computed from molecular dynamics simulation mainly in the NPT ensemble. Lengthy runs (more than 70 ns) and large sample sizes (up to 806 molecules) were used to determine the nematic to isotropic transition temperature up to a precision of few K. Good agreement was found in most of the investigated properties, thus validating the accuracy of the proposed model potential, only derived by quantum mechanical calculations.